Understanding the Synergic Mechanism of Weak Interactions between Graphene Oxide and Lipid Membrane Leading to the Extraction of Lipids.
Revealing how weak forces interact synergistically to induce differences in nanobio effects is critical to understanding the nature of the nanobio interface. Herein, graphene oxide (GO) and a lipid membrane are selected as a nanobio model, and interaction forces at the GO-biomembrane interface are modulated by varying the amounts and species of oxygenated functional groups on the surface of GO. A synergic mechanism of interfacial interaction forces is investigated by a combination of surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA) spectroscopy, confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The results reveal that after balancing with electrostatic repulsion, the moderate attraction between GO and lipid headgroups (such as electrostatic and/or hydrophobic interactions) is most favorable for lipid extraction, whereas lipid extraction is inhibited under an attraction that is too strong or too weak. Under moderate attraction between GO and the headgroups of lipids, the appropriate degree of rotation freedom is maintained for GO, which is beneficial to the hydrogen-bonding interaction between the C═O group in the phosphatide hydrophobic region and GO, thus triggering the insertion of GO into the lipid alkyl chain region, resulting in the rapid and significant extraction of lipids. Our results have important guiding significance for how to reveal the synergistic mechanism of weak interactions at the nanobio interface.